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Social Media Tips 
  

Which platform should I use for PD? 
Start with Facebook and maybe Instagram. 
  
Facebook. Tends to skew older (25-54, but especially 35+). Older millennials, Gen X. Great-grandma is 
probably on Facebook. But so is almost everyone else — 1.9 billion users as of late 2017, or 79 percent 
of all online adults. More women than men. Almost half of users check Facebook several times a day. 
  
Instagram. Skews younger. 90 percent are under age 35. More women than men. Audience can be 
broader – it’s less “friend” dependent and has a better “brand” following. Instagram also has the most 
actively engaged users. Image-oriented. Text is far secondary. Caters to short attention spans. 80 
percent of users live outside the U.S. Most-followed accounts as of late 2017: Selena Gomez (105 
million), Taylor Swift (95 million). 
 
Twitter. Most use it more as a news feed and less to interact. Higher percentage male audience than 
others. Especially ages 18-29. 53 percent of Twitter users never post any updates. 
 
YouTube. 1 billion unique users every month — second only to Facebook. More male than female. 
Reaches more 18-49 year olds than any cable TV network. 
 
This social media comparison study from 2017 also includes Pinterest, Reddit and LinkedIn. 
  
 
What should I say? 
• Inspiration (50%). Quick impact story, testimony 
• Information (25%). News item, prayer request, stats, info about a people group or project 
• Conversation (15%). Pose a question (but not political) 
• Celebration (10%). Holidays, festivals, something from your part of the world. Dedications 

 
Always ask yourself: So what? Why would my readers care? Then make sure your post answers this. 
 
Think visuals. Photos and especially short videos are engaged much more highly than text alone (they 
require less user effort). The most engaging content you can post is video: less than 60 seconds long 
(Instagram’s limit), explaining some aspect of what you do. 
  
Think big picture: Do a series of messages that can be mapped, rather than just random one-offs. 
 
Post predictably. Maybe once or twice a week at a certain time. Best time for Facebook posts: 1-4 p.m. 
on weekdays. Worst time: after 8 p.m. on weekends. 
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Other tips for better engagement 
 

• Write ridiculously short, even if the platform doesn’t limit you. Ideal length for highest 
engagement is less than 80 characters. To avoid the “read more” on posts in Facebook’s 
newsfeed view: character count must be less than 477. In Instagram, it must be less than 140. 

 
• For longer Facebook posts, start with a 2-3 word headline. 

 
• End with a clear, short call to action if applicable. This could even be “read more” and link to 

your blog. 
 

• Add captions to your video. Both Facebook and YouTube give you an easy way to do this. 
YouTube’s is easiest. Remember, more than 70 percent of Facebook videos are viewed without 
audio. 

 
• Post video to Facebook natively rather than just linking to YouTube. The algorithm ranks native 

content higher. Create video in YouTube, but then download the file and upload it to Facebook 
or Instagram. 

 
• Try using emojis. It may seem shallow, but many users think emojis are great for skimming 

content. 
 

• Hashtags are useful for Instagram and Twitter. They’re less important on Facebook. 
  
 
Practices to avoid  
 

• Everything is always wonderful.  
• Christianese 
• Only posting when you need something 
• Venting 
• No follow-ups to prayer requests 
• Political opinions 
• Posting your itinerary 
• Unauthorized photos or video  
• Starting a conversation and immediately checking out  
• Not thanking people for their input or advice  

 


